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Return on Investment

Current Share Price $24.30

Target Price $28.00

Dividend Yield 4.03%

Holding Period Return 19%

Company Quality (CQ) Score 3.5

Conviction Rating 2

Market Profile

52-Week Range $17.80 - $25.18

Market Capitalization (mm) $47,341

Net Debt, Pref Equity, Min. Interest (mm) $21,940

Enterprise Value (mm) $69,281

Beta (5-Year Monthly) 1.30

Metrics (SOE) 2019E 2020E 2021E

EPIF (mm) $4,047 $4,407 $4,814

Impact of New Business (mm) $921 $915 $962

Experience Gains (mm) $449 $478 $478

Core Net Income (mm) $5,736 $6,102 $6,701

Source: Street Estimates

Trading Performance (Indexed to $100)

Source: Bloomberg

Figure 1: Core Earnings Waterfall (mm)

Source: Company Filings
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Business Description

Manulife Financial Corporation (TSX: MFC) is the largest insurer in
Canada based on assets under management (AUM) and is a leading
global provider of financial protection and wealth management products
and services. MFC has operations in Canada, the U.S., and Asia.
Products include life and health insurance, long-term care protection,
pension and annuity products, mutual funds, and institutional asset
management. In Q2 2019, core earnings by geography were as follows:
32% in the U.S., 31% in Asia, 21% in Canada, and 16% in the Global

Wealth and Asset Management segment.

Industry Overview

In Canada, the three dominant insurance companies, Great-West
LifeCam (TSX: GWO), Sun Life Financial (TSX: SLF), and MFC, account
for 94% of total Canadian life insurance assets. The insurance industry
has seen de-mutualization and consolidation since the 1990s and

companies have grown to offer a wider range of products with greater
geographical exposure. Consequently, exposure to macro risks, such as
interest rates, equity, and credit market risks, have increased.

Workings of a LifeCo

The realization of profits from a sale is a lengthy process. Subsequent to
the sale of an insurance policy, a LifeCo matches the policyholder liability
with a similar duration asset. Actuarial reserves are established to reflect
the present value of future cash outflows to customers, taxes, and
operating expenses, net of expected cash inflows from premiums and
investments. A “provision for adverse deviation” (PfAD) is further set aside
to reflect uncertainty around investment returns, lapse, and mortality
assumptions. Over time, as premiums are received and investment
income is earned, the PfAD is gradually released into earnings as the risk
of misestimating the various assumptions is reduced.

Products: Products can be divided into four categories: (1) individual life
and health insurance, (2) individual wealth, (3) group life and health
insurance, and (4) group retirement. Capital requirements for the various
products offered by LifeCos depend on the inherent risks in the products,
with risk arising from the guarantees offered and the duration of the
products. In recent years, LifeCos had to re-price and redesign many of
these products to reflect equity market and interest rate movements,
morbidity experience, and policyholder behavior. Furthermore, wealth-
oriented products have seen increased growth in comparison to
protection-focused products over the past 10 years.

Individual Life and Health: Core products include term, whole life,
universal, and participating life insurance. Term insurance is a form of
temporary life insurance where a fixed amount is payable provided that
death occurs within a specified period. Whole life insurance is a form of
permanent insurance where the policy remains in force until the
policyholder dies or the policy is cancelled and includes a savings
component that accumulates a cash value over time in a tax-friendly
manner. Universal life is a form of permanent life insurance similar to
whole life where policyholders can vary the amount and timing of premium
payments. Participating life insurance is also permanent insurance and it
gives policyholders a share in the surplus earnings attributed to the
business. The profitability of individual life insurance is heavily dependent
on assumptions for mortality, lapse rates, and interest rates. The growth
of individual insurance products in North America has been modest in the

past 20 years.
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Figure 2: Historic Net Income and ROE (mm)

Source: Company Filings

Figure 3: Gross Insurance Contract Liabilites 

Source: Company Filings

Figure 4: Impact of Policy Related Assumptions

Source: Company Filings

Figure 5: MFC 2018 PfAD

Source: Company Filings
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Individual Wealth: Core products include fixed and variable annuities. A
fixed annuity is a product in which the contract holder is credited with a
periodic fixed rate of interest payments. Variable annuities (segregated
funds) offer holders upside related to appreciation in equity markets, but
also downside protection varying based on guarantees offered. The
profitability of variable annuities is heavily influenced by the direction of
equity markets.

Group Insurance: Core products include group life, health, and
administrative services only (ASO). Group insurance is usually issued to
an employer for the benefit of employees. ASO contracts are an
arrangement under which an insurance carrier will administer a health
benefit plan and settle claims but not guarantee payments because the
plan is uninsured. The products offered within group insurance are
dictated by the availability of socialized healthcare.

Group Retirement and Group Pensions: Core products include bundled
plans, unbundled plans, mutual funds, and long-term care (LTC). Within
bundled plans, the insurer provides all services as part of the
arrangement, including managing the underlying fund offerings, record
keeping and administration, and employee enrolment. Within unbundled
plans, third parties handle one or more of the plan’s components. LTC
insurance provides financial protection for persons with a chronic illness,
disability, or cognitive impairment, such as Alzheimer’s disease. MFC has
meaningful exposure through its U.S. subsidiary. Given the long-term
nature of the policies, the reinvestment risk is high compared to most
products.

Balance Sheet

MFC’s balance sheet liabilities are dominated by actuarial reserves. The
main assumptions in actuarial liabilities are in mortality, morbidity, lapse
rates, operating expenses for servicing in-force policies, asset returns,
and asset defaults. The largest components of actuarial reserves are
individual insurance products given the long duration of the product. Small
changes in actuarial liabilities can have a large impact on earnings. Long-
term Debt/Capital decreased from 17.9x in 2017 to 16.8x in 2018,
demonstrating MFC’s deleveraging efforts. MFC fits the CPMT mandate
as Long-Term Debt/Capital has been decreasing and PfADs have not
fluctuated significantly.

Risks and Earnings Sensitivity to Macro Factors

MFC has material exposure to five principal risk categories: strategic risk,
market risk, credit risk, product risk, and operational risk. Strategic risk is
mitigated by extensive management and board oversight. Market risk, a
result of market volatility, is mitigated with equity risk hedging, interest
rate hedging, and FX hedging. Liquidity risk, a part of market risk, is
hedged by MFC’s fundamentally diverse geographic reach. The
Company’s risk management strategy is to hold a diverse bond portfolio
and to conduct periodic credit and counterparty reviews. A credit risk
exposure metric that the Company tracks is Net Impaired Assets as a
percentage of Total Invested Assets. The metric has remained consistent
at 0.05% in both 2018 and 2017. Product risk, the risk of loss due to a
product not achieving its expected outcome, is tracked extensively by
internal pricing officers. Operational risk, the risk of loss from failed
internal processes or external events, is mitigated as well by a robust
internal enterprise risk management framework. Overall, the CPMT is
comfortable with the level of risk management activity that MFC
undergoes.
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2% adverse change in future mortaility rates $500

5% adverse change in future morbidity rates $4,800

10% adverse change in future termination rates $2,200

5% increase in future expense levels $600
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Figure 6: AUM and ROE growth

Source: Company Filings

Figure 7: MFC Asset Mix

Source: Company Filings

Figure 8: Comparables Company Analysis

Source: Bloomberg
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Valuation

A peer average P/E of 9.0x was used for the valuation to arrive at a
$28.00 target price, implying a 17% return. Source of Earnings was used
to forecast net income. SOE consists of 4 different parts:

Expected Profit on In-Force Business (EPIF): Reflects the expected
pre-tax earnings from a company’s in-force insurance and annuity book of
business, as well as fee income. Expected profit is largely determined by
the level of funds managed/administered for fee-based assets, in addition
to the release of PfADs.

Impact of New Businesses: The impact is usually negative for longer-
duration individual insurance products, representing acquisition costs
such as underwriting expenses and commissions and the cost of
establishing actuarial reserves when a new sale is made.

Experienced Gains/Losses: Experienced gains/losses represent the
difference between expected profit on in-force and realized profit. It is the
difference between actuarial assumptions and actuals during the period.

Assumption Changes and Management Actions: These represent
actuarial assumption changes or other management actions.
Assumptions that underpin actuarial reserves are updated regularily to
reflect emerging experience.

LifeCo valuations have improved from trough levels during the financial
crisis, but remain below Canadian Bank valuations. Lifecos are still
influenced by negative risk sentiments in the marketplace, which has
recently pressured valuations and increased betas across the industry.
MFC has a relatively high beta at 1.3 versus a peer average of ~1.0.
Furthermore, MFC has strong capital adequacy with Life Insurance
Capital Adequacy Test (LICAT) ratios standing at 144% and trades at a
discount to peers with FY 2019 P/E 7.4x versus a peer average of 9.0x,
and P/BV of 1.0x versus 1.3x peer average.

Portfolio Fit and Current Investment Thesis

While MFC has an attractive valuation with geographically diverse
operations and interesting growth prospects in Asia, the Company has
significant vulnerabilities to macroeconomic factors including declining
interest rates, volatile equity markets, and currency exposure risk.The
CPMT maintains its hold rating on Manulife; however, this is a name that
the Fund may look to trim in the future. This is due to its higher beta and
inferior growth potential compared to other Fund Financials holdings. A
trim would bring the CPMT's Financials exposure further to an in-line
sector weighting.
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Market Data Evaluation Metrics 2019E Valuation

Price Market Cap LICAT LTM EPS FY1 EPS BVPS Div. Yield ROE LTM P/E FY P/E P/BV

Life Insurance Company ($/sh) ($mm) (%) ($/sh) ($/sh) ($/sh) (%) (%) (x) (x) (x)

Great-West Lifeco Inc $31.05 $28,816 136% $2.18 $3.20 $20.86 5.3% 12.5% 14.3x 9.7x 1.5x

Sun Life Financial Inc $58.47 $34,558 144% $3.91 $5.47 $36.26 3.6% 11.2% 15.0x 10.7x 1.6x

iA Financial Corp Inc $61.29 $6,517 122% $5.92 $6.44 $47.86 2.9% 12.6% 10.4x 9.5x 1.3x

Power Financial Corp $30.75 $20,421 135% $2.81 $3.56 $25.87 5.9% 11.1% 10.9x 8.6x 1.2x

Manulife Financial Corp $24.33 $47,399 144% $2.88 $3.14 $22.85 4.1% 13.2% 8.4x 7.7x 1.1x

Average $41.18 $27,542 136.2% $3.54 $4.36 $30.74 4.4% 12.1% 11.8x 9.3x 1.3x

Median $31.05 $28,816 136.0% $2.88 $3.56 $25.87 4.1% 12.5% 10.9x 9.5x 1.3x


